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School Vision
At Chase Secondary, we enable learners to become personally fulfilled in order to contribute to the
changing needs of the world.

School Context
Chase Secondary is a rural school located 40 minutes east of Kamloops. It services a community and
surrounding area of approximately 3000 people. There are three local Indian Bands – Neskonlith Indian
Band, Little Shuswap Lake Indian Band, and Adams Lake Indian Band – within the catchment area of
Chase Secondary. We have three unique characteristics in our school. First, our Aboriginal population is
51%. Second, we have roughly 50% of our students who utilize bussing to get back and forth to school
from home. Third, we incorporated the grade 7’s into Chase Secondary in 2018. As a result of this final
characteristic, our student population is now consistently over 220 students.
As one might expect of a small rural school, there are some challenges providing students with diverse
educational opportunities. To this end we must be creative in how we develop programs for students.
Having the grade 7’s as part of our population base has also created some challenges but we have
developed programming to better meet the needs of these younger students. For instance, we have
tried to limit the number of teachers they have to become comfortable working with by creating
Humanities classes to integrate Social Studies and English as well as a single teacher for Science and
Math. As far as the senior courses are concerned, we utilize video conferencing with our partner rural
secondary schools to offer courses not available directly at Chase Secondary. In addition, many of our
students must take courses via distributed learning (DL) because our course offerings are somewhat
limited in scope. To this end we offer a number of DL courses in a blended format where we “own” the
course and not KOOL school. By offering blended courses, our students have greater flexibility in their
scheduling while maintaining a connection with teachers in the building. As our students do not have
the ability to participate in the programs offered through Twin Rivers Education Centre (TREC), we run
our own Alternate Education Program to assist those students who have not been successful in the
regular system. In addition, we have created a Resource Room program to help with our young students
who require more intense interventions. All in all, the educational opportunities at Chase Secondary are
rather diverse for a small school.

School Goals
Our goal is to continue to develop a culturally inclusive community while celebrating our Aboriginal ways
of knowing and doing.
Our goal is to develop critical and creative thinkers who can apply socially responsible solutions to realworld problems.

Learning Partner Engagement Process
We have engaged our learning partners in a variety of ways. We utilized surveys to garner feedback
from parents, students, local bands, and staff. Some of the surveys that we administered are as follows:
the District Engagement, Wellness, and Resiliency Survey (DEWRS), the School Learning Survey (schoolbased survey), and the Student Learning Survey (provincial-based survey). Another engagement tool we
use at the school is a survey called the connections survey which specifically asks students who their
adult connections are within the school. Coordinators look at the data and find students that are not
able to identify connections and make staff aware of these students so that when they are in classes
teachers will make an effort to connect to these students.

Goal 1:
To continue to develop a culturally inclusive community while celebrating our Aboriginal ways of
knowing and doing.

Goal 2:
To continue to develop critical and creative thinkers who can find socially responsible solutions to realworld problems.

Related District Strategic Plan Goal
Alignment with the District Strategic Plan is essential in everything that we do at Chase Secondary. Our
Aboriginal student population continues to hover around the 50% threshold. This fact alone demands
that, in alignment with goal area 3.1 of the District Strategic Plan, we ensure that our pedagogy is
designed so that “students will experience learning through Aboriginal ways of knowing and doing.” To
help us in this regard, we continue to utilize the First Peoples Principles of Learning (FPPL) when
planning and constructing our units of study.
Our Aboriginal Team at Chase Secondary (Aboriginal Support Teacher, Aboriginal Language Teacher,
Aboriginal Family Counselors, and Aboriginal Education Workers) continues to participate in the
Aboriginal School Leaders sessions facilitated by Mike Bowden and his team. Through the efforts of our
team at Chase Secondary we were able to provide staff with multiple strategies for promoting Aboriginal
ways of knowing and doing in their classes. A big focus for the school last year was the implementation
of the Elder Mentor Program. In collaboration with our three local Bands, a program was developed to
bring Indigenous knowledge keepers into the school to share their cultural values and knowledge with
students and staff through storytelling, art, and awareness. One of the goals in implementing this
program is to ensure cultural safety and increase the comfort level of students attending Chase
Secondary. In addition it will ensure that all students will be able to see themselves in the curriculum,
which will increase student engagement and overall success. This partnership is aimed at eliminating
educational gaps for students by facilitating other opportunities as well. Unfortunately, we were unable
to run this program this year due to concerns with Elders coming into the building during the Covid 19
pandemic. We will continue this program in the coming year as it aligns nicely with our district priority

three which is to honour the First Peoples’ principles of learning, and Aboriginal worldviews and
perspectives.
We have continued to maintain our focus on other goals from the District Strategic Plan as well. Over
the past four years our coordinators have worked with staff and students on the identification and
documentation of the Core Competencies. This year, our coordinators have developed a tool to help
staff and students document their progress on the Core Competency areas. Students were easily able to
demonstrate growth in their thinking, communication and personal social skills. They were then able to
document their progress in the “artifact collector” and work with teachers in different classes to show
their learning. This is one of the key goals of priority one in the District Strategic Plan.

Goal Rationale
We have continued our focus on developing critical and creative thinkers but we have changed the lens
for doing this. By choosing how they will showcase their learning, based on their own interests and
passions, students will be thinking more critically about an issue or problem that is relevant to them.
This should be reflected in what the students choose to highlight in the core competency areas and
what they put into the artifact collector. The process for doing this has become very user friendly and
over the course of the year students have had multiple opportunities to input data into their own
personal pages. Having staff more used to using Google Classroom, in large part due to the pandemic,
has been very beneficial to using this platform for showcasing student work towards the core
competency areas.
Now that we have come to a place where staff and students are comfortable in using the artifact
collector to highlight student learning in the core competency area, we are looking to move forward
with a new goal that will focus more specifically on the area of personal and social responsibility. Using a
Spiral of Inquiry to see where the staff felt that we needed to look at improvement, the overwhelming
response was to look at the personal and social responsibility of our students. Coming out of the last
year with Covid 19, and online learning, our students struggled with getting back into the routine of
school and the expected behaviours that go along with being successful in our building. This led us to
look into the implementation of PBIS (positive behavioural interventions and supports). This is
something that we will be implementing in September as we continue to move forward with creating a
new goal.
We have continued to stay true to our first goal by maintaining a strong focus on the Aboriginal
component. We continue to emphasize the First Peoples Principles of Learning and we have been
integrating cultural components into our learning. With our population base, it is essential that we
continue to look at every way possible to ensure that we are engaging all of our learners.

Specific Support Frameworks
As a staff we have developed a framework to guide our learning as a school.. We have added a PBIS
team to our support framework to work as a group and help students and staff manage behaviours and
implement interventions that may be needed for student success. Using PBIS as the framework we will
be using the pyramid of interventions to help guide our decision making. This is a large part of the PBIS
model. We will continue to monitor the progress of our work and we will also be using Spirals of Inquiry
to guide our decision making. Student voice will be solicited as well, to ensure that students help to
guide the learning environment and culture within our building.

1. We have highly effective coordinators that structure and drive our Professional Learning
Community (PLC) groups. Although we could not run a traditional PLC group this year, our
coordinators worked with individual classes and focussed on Core Competencies and
reporting out on them using the Google Classroom artifact collector.

2. The PLC structure was reworked in order to create a more effective program. To this end,
we aligned our groups more closely to subject areas (1. Humanities, 2. Math & Science, 3.
Electives). The purpose was to have them work from a common ground.
3. At staff meetings we have a standing item on the agenda for the coordinators to present
and their focus has largely been on the Core Competencies and helping staff to work on
developing the student e-portfolios. This year this was done through Google Classroom and
teachers became self-sufficient in using the tool that was created. To this end, we feel that
we now have a system in place moving forward and we can move on from this goal and
create a new goal next year. The new goal will focus on personal and social responsibility
using the PBIS model.
4. Professional Development arises out of the identified needs of the staff emerging from our
PLC groups and coordinator meetings. Our focus moving forward into next year is on PBIS.
Two of our days this year were used to first understand more about the PBIS model and
secondly to develop our PBIS program for next year. We worked on the PBIS model this year
knowing that we would not implement the model until the fall of 2021.

Creating a more culturally inclusive community while celebrating our Aboriginal ways of knowing and
doing continues to be a focal point and as such necessitates a structure to support our continued growth
in this regard.

1. First of all, the Local Education Agreement is central to all of the support that we have
developed targeting our Aboriginal students. A new LEA was agreed upon this year and will be
implemented next year.
2. Our Aboriginal Team coordinated with the Haldane team in order to develop the Day of
Sucwentwecw. With Covid 19 this year, we had a joint assembly between both schools virtually.
During the celebration we highlighted student work around the theme of storytelling.
3. The Aboriginal Team participated in the Aboriginal School Leaders sessions and brought back
their learning from these sessions to enhance the Aboriginal component in all that we do at
Chase Secondary.
4. At staff meetings we have a standing item on the agenda for the Aboriginal Team to present and
that allows us to explore deeper ideas/concepts that have been raised at PLC’s, Pro-D,
Aboriginal School Leaders sessions, or Coordinator Meetings.
5. This year we also implemented a school Aboriginal Team meeting weekly to go over the Monday
memo. During this meeting we decided on which tasks needed to be completed and who would
be responsible for each item.
6. Without the Elder mentor program running this year, we made sure that we continued to focus
on this goal by running schoolwide activities on Orange Shirt Day, the Day of Sucwentwecw, and
National Aboriginal Day on June 21, 2021. To celebrate on June 21st we had the Foods class, and
the Secwepemc language class, prepare tacos for the entire school.
7. To honour the memory of the children found at the Kamloops Residential School we also came
together as a school community and handed out orange ribbons, encouraged students to wear
orange shirts, and held a school wide smudge on the field. As well, we started the day with a
message of support to our students and the honour song to acknowledge the children who were
found.
In addition to the structures outlined above, we have developed 2 support blocks that are directly
designed to support students in reading, writing, and math. We have provided a Math support block
with the intent of providing foundational skill support for struggling mathematicians. The
Reading/Writing support block was developed to address weaknesses that were identified with students
through the Non-Fiction Reading Assessment and the Foundation Skills Assessment. Targeted
interventions provide enhanced opportunities for students to strengthen their fundamental skills in
reading, writing and mathematics.
As mentioned above we will also be implementing a Response to Intervention model of dealing with
student behaviours within the school in conjunction with the PBIS model. We will develop a systematic
procedure for dealing with students who are struggling with behaviours that are affecting the learning
environments of students, and celebrate the positive behaviours that we hope to see in our students. If
we can use this framework collectively as a staff, we feel that we can support students and families to
improve the learning environments for all students, and improve the overall culture in our building.
We will also be taking a closer look at data for our school. We will be collecting discipline data for our
PBIS model, FSA, NFRA, and the Numeracy and Literacy exams that are now implemented. By doing this
we can see if we are making a difference for our students. I will be going over this data collection with
our MyEd district team to ensure that the data is collected properly.

Strategies and Initiatives
An Aboriginal focus is one of the goals in our School Learning Plan. The implementation of the Elder
Mentor Program was a huge success. Seeing Elders in our building working with students and staff
sharing Aboriginal ways of knowing and doing was a highlight last year. This program helped to address
the issue of equity and inclusion for our Aboriginal learners. Creating more visibility for students to see
themselves reflected in their educational experience by diversifying learning opportunities for students
of various cultural backgrounds will lead to more understanding. Through this program, the history and
multiple ways of knowing and doing of Indigenous peoples will be addressed and brought to the
forefront to continue the reconciliation that needs to be done together between students, teachers, and
community members.
It also became clear as we started the year that our students were struggling with expected behaviours
in the school setting. This was identified by the teaching staff as the number one priority moving
forward. In order to work with our students in a more positive way, we have decided as a staff to
implement the Positive Behaviour Interventions and Support (PBIS) model. This model is used widely in
elementary schools in our district and is also used widely in the high school setting in other areas. Our
goal is to highlight the positive behaviour while correcting and teaching the expected behaviours to
students who are struggling. Different students will need different levels of support and we will work as
a team to determine what the best supports are for each student.
On one of our Professional Development Days, we had district coordinator Melanie Parker present the
PBIS model to staff and explain how the systems within this model work. Once we decided to use this
model moving forward, we used staff meetings to begin planning our next steps. One of the first things
we needed to look at was the expected behaviours that we wanted to see in our building and how we
would communicate these to our students and parents. The first step was to create a new matrix for the
school that made expectations clear. Over several staff meetings, and coordinators meetings, we refined
our matrix until we had a final product (Appendix A). The idea behind the matrix is to teach the
behaviours to our students throughout the year. This will not just hang in classrooms but will instead be
taught during specific times throughout the year with specific lessons that are created as a staff.
In order to track data on how PBIS is working we will also be using a referral system using office referrals
(Appendix B). We can then track behaviours by type, grade, gender, and location. This data will help us
to better understand areas that we need to focus on in our lessons.

Progress on Goal and Summary Comments
We have maintained a focus on Aboriginal content throughout the curriculum and in the school this
year. Though the Elder Mentor program did not run this year we were still able to have many
connections to the Aboriginal community through different events. We had Orange Shirt day, a virtual
Day of Sucwentwecw, an evening Zoom session with students and parents centred around post
secondary education and other opportunities, and a schoolwide celebration on June 21st for National
Aboriginal Day. We were also able to honour the children found at the Kamloops Residential School by
having our school team conduct a smudge for the entire school on the field. This was a powerful
moment and showed the support at the school for our community and the families affected by this
discovery.
Throughout everything that we have been striving to achieve this year at Chase Secondary, the Core
Competencies have been central to the planning and learning that is occurring. The coordinators have
focussed on the Core Competencies both with the teaching staff and with the students. They have
devised strategies and processes that facilitate reporting out on the Core Competencies in all classes.
Teachers work with their classes to identify which Core Competencies are being addressed by each of
the various activities that students are engaged in. Students are then encouraged to reflect on their
learning and upload evidence of their learning to their Google Classroom artifact collector.
This year was a huge success in this area. Data collected by coordinators shows that by the end of the
year our student body (grade 7 - 12) had reported on an average of 4.07 of the 6 core competencies
with an average of 6.59 posts in the Google Classroom artifact collector. This is a significant
improvement over past years and is the reason that we feel that we are ready to move into our PBIS
goal for next year. Data was collected by grade halfway through the year and again at the end of the
year for comparison. (Appendix C)
When you consider all of the different layers that have to go into planning a learning activity, you really
begin to appreciate the rich learning opportunities that students are engaged in. Teachers consider the
two identified school goals, the Core Competencies, as well as how to incorporate Aboriginal Ways of
Knowing and Doing into the learning experiences they are creating for their students.

Professional Learning Plan
The Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) will be a large part in our learning plan moving forward.
As we implement the PBIS model at our school, staff will be instrumental in the success. The
coordinators provide the leadership and guidance for our PLC groups and they have been the ones who
have invested the most time into preparing to move forward in this journey. This year we will be
moving to a model with 3 coordinators at the request of the staff. This shows how invested the staff are
in the school and how they want to be involved in the leadership of school initiatives. This group will sit
on the PBIS team as well as part of the coordinator position.

To ensure that we continue to grow and address our goals, we have planned our Professional
Development opportunities next year to align with both of the school goals. The main focus of school
Professional Development will be the implementation of PBIS within the building and the monitoring of
the progress. Nurturing the mental health of our students will be a focus as we move into next year as
well. Working with community groups we will be looking at how to support students in a positive way
with some of the issues they are dealing with. We are excited about the new year and the new
challenges that we will face.
On a more personal note, I will ensure that I am keeping a monthly record of the items that we are
working on to include in our SLP as it is a great way to catalogue what we are doing in our building. This
will also help when remembering the details of what we do during staff meetings, Coordinators
meetings, and Professional Development days and how they impact our students’ learning moving
forward.

Appendix A
Chase Secondary School PBIS Matrix

Appendix B
Chase Secondary Office Referral Form

Appendix C
Core Competency Tracking at CSS

C.S.S. Core Competencies Tracking (Halfway Point - Through
Completion of Quarter 2)
Grade:

Average # of Competencies
Completed

Average Total # of
Posts

(6 Total Competencies)

7

2.49

3.28

8

2.09

3.03

9

1.61

2.05

10

2.59

3.26

11

2.46

3.32

12

2.88

3.88

C.S.S. Core Competencies Tracking
(End of Year - Through Completion of Quarter 4)
Grade:

Average # of Competencies
Completed

Average Total # of
Posts

(6 Total Competencies)

7 (35 students)

3.97

6.63

8 (30 students)

3.63

6.60

9 (34 students)

3.82

5.53

10 (23 students)

4.48

6.87

11 (32 students)

4.63

7.38

12 (22 students)

3.86*

6.55*

*A lot of our Grade 12s opted to leave at the end of Quarter 3. Likely a disproportionately large amount
left early due to the uniqueness of the Quarter structure. Less early grads under the traditional Semester
structure. Likely lowered these numbers.
**All students who had at least one post in the ‘Artifact Collector’ were included in data compiling.

